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Abstract
l'his report presents the pn-die•tion of zenith range- refraction Ruin surface
measurements of meteorological par:om •ters. liefr ►ctivity is separawd into ►► et
i ►► ater vapor pre •ssurel and eln , (atmospheric ptassure) comp n vots. The , inteura
tion of dry refractivity is shown to be a suet. Atteo,pts to integrate wet refracti ► ity
directly prove • ineffective; however, several empirical models developed by the-
author and other researchers at Ji l l, are discussed. The best current Het refractimt
model is here considered to he a separate day/night model i"llerma, 11)/\i••i,
%%hick is proportional to surface water vapor pressure and inversely proportional
to surface 1eo,pe • raturc The standard th-viatior► of this modal is considered to he;
or z 1.5 — 2.0 em
Methods are suggested that might improve the accuracy of the wet rangi , refrac-
tion model; however, the information content in surface parameters is considered
insufficient to allow it surface• measurements model for wet r:u ►p;e refraction to
result in a standard deviation Irn ► 'er than
o = 1.0	 1.5 ern
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The Prediction of Zenith Range Refraction From Surface
Measurements of Meteorological Parameters
Introduction
III the • Last tsso d(va les, increasingly sophisticated dc-1t
spavc missions have placed correspindingly stringent r--
cluireme• nts oil aceurac%. As part of the effort
to ine• rease navigational accuracy, and hence ill,- duality
Of radionaehr ic data much effort has been e\lx •nded in an
.attempt to understand ,md compute the tropospheric
effect oar range (and hence range rate) data. The general
approach adopted has been that of computing a zenith
range refraction, and then snapping this refraction to any
arbitrary elevation angl e via an empirically derived func-
tion of elevation. Than if
-ifl	 zenith range refraction, rut
B elevation angle, deg
f(®)	 elevation "nntpping" function
then
Ali.,	 Ali (f(o))
here
f^W)	 I
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The rele\ant parameters uvcessar) to the determination
of tropospheric range refraction are :I% follows:
	
it	 indes of refraction
refractivity
height above station, loin
	r 	 range, kin
	
r'	 refracted rang-, kn ►
	
I'	 speed of light, km/s
	
1	 tina-,
vv 1 u n
N	 I • 10-1 IV
t)n- b, ,, ins by considering thr physical signal path range
as the troposphere is traversed:
ell d:C
and
r	 (s•elt -- f t 
1
Ono then considers an apparent refracted range r' ("sig.
nal retardation') with signal velocity u (c> o);
_c
° Y 1
fil l -- r1zV
and
r = f Crlt , -
-
a LIZ - f it
so that the corresponding range refraction would he
aRn10 ,[r' —r]
10,[f11d»—fr1z]
10 5f (it — 1)dz
= 10 1 f 10-W riz
I0-V N dz
Prior to 1970, attempts to calculate this quantity generally
assumed that
N(z) = N. exp (—B,z)
where
N. = surface refractivity
B, = "inverse settle height," kin (,- 0.1)
with B, an empirically determined constant, The total
range refraction (considering that tropospheric type range
refraction is nil by about 75 kin) was then
all= 10-1 
f 
7 5,
N. exp (—B,z) dz
— 10 1, f N, exp (—B,z) dz
=10-,N'
In 1970, this author broke now ground (lief. 1) by con-
sidering the wet and dry components of refractivity sepa-
rately, viz,
N=ND+NW
2
where
ND = "dry" refractivity
C, r
NIV = "wet" refractivity
f I'll, 1
and
C, - 0.770
C, =,1810.0
P = (total) atmospheric pressure, N/m' (1 mbar
=107
 NAW)
T = temperature, K
11 111 = water vapor pressure, N/nt'
AT
= OlU {Rfl} exp	 -- 131'— C
1111 = relative humidity (1.0 = 100%)
A = 7.4975 In (10) = 17.1485
B = 2034.28 In (10) = 4084,1
C = 38.45
At that time it was shown that the quantity:
I ^ ND(z) dz0
could be integrated exactly, while the quantity
NW(z) dz
0
could be integrated approximately, which represented a
considerable breakthrough since the dry component of
refractivity contributes the vast bulk of the refractive
effect, viz,
ND(z) dz
0.90 S °,. 	 S 0.99
J
N(z) dz
0
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i
where
T.
	
surface ten ► 14,rah ► r4,, K
P.	 surtac •e ptc, are, N/m'
gravitational acculeration, 4, 1411.6 cni/s'
It	 Perfect Gas Constant, 11.287 J/ ►,K
t'R
Calculating dry range refraction, 0114 , would have
^N,,	 I I ► VOW (. 10 '	 P(*-) dz
10	 C, f^' a x1'( // 7'.)
T.
1'.
11)C,^.
= 10 I C T-
C
lt
!T
ld xl'`	 l dz
i'ig 
/	 \	 ^+- / J at xl '	 li11'
which leads to the conclusion that zenith dry range rv-
frtction can be determined simply by measuring the
surface pressure
B. Standard Atmosphere
%n isothermal atmosphere is a rather Ixxrr assumption,
however; it much bcttc-r idea would he to :-sums• it stan-
dard atmosphere profile. For instance, a typical profile
(sue Ref. 2, pp. 82-W for a station at a height h., above
sea levul would he it constant lapse rate atmosphere to
11 kilt, defined as follows:
0<z<(11—h„)
T(z) -- T. — yt
T( z) \u fly
P(z) _ P 
/ 
T. )
y = lal ►se rate. K/krn
C -
1% — T,
 T
T, 216.65 K
and
^'1V(z) d:
(1.111 +^.	 ^	 _ 11 Ill
N(t) d.
This report reviews the work leading to the exact inte-
gration of the dry vimponcnt of refractivity (Sc •c.•tion 11 1,
and then presents a tlicorctical integration of the ttct
component of refracti%ih. as well as more rec •etit work by
the author and other researchers ill field toward% the
refinvinew of an expression for wet refraction (Section
111). Filially, Section IV presents it sun ► n ► ary, and cons•
naents on fuhire prospects for additional gains in accuracy
na the determination of range refraction from the niva•
srlrenrent of surface fill 44'M0logical parameters.
II. Determination of Dry Zenith
Range Refraction
Dry range refraction is given bN the following
expression:
4N., 10 1 
f 
ND(z) dz
where
,%N,r = "dry" range refraction, cm
lu the following Subsections, it will he sfaown that
differcia atmospheric assumptions all lead to the same
results for the determination of (Iry range refraction.
A. Isothermal Atmosphere
As was mcntiodted in Section I, early attempts to inte-
grate (total) refracti v ity assumed it refractivity profile of
NW N. exp ( — B, z-)
If one limits the discussion to (Iry refractivity only, one
finds that this assumption is identical to the • assumption of
an isothermal, or constant temperature, atmosphere. "I'%t
definition of all 	 atmosphere (see Ref. 2, p. 82)
is as follows:
T(z) := T.
P(z) = P, ex l,( — R7 )
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iMid ,m isc ►thertrrd almospltere • from Il kill to) 21 1(uc, tic
filled as (nllo%ys,
which is, of course, ici ► • ttttc •ul to the result obtained for
the previousl y considered isothermal aUnospltere.
C. Hydrostatic Equation and the Perfect  Gas Law
f'u,ally, it (,u ► he ctwte , .1 ► 11\ dllm t► that the ,cl ►//^,
result e:ut easily he obt., nc d by n ►er-ly assumint; the
1 ► ydn,st. ► tic e(ptatiun :u ►d the pc•rh•ct gas law:
(1I'	 pt; Oz
	 (hydrostatic eyuahou)
where:
/,	 dens ► t)
Wool
P	 /M I'
	
I pert rout gas law)
( ►ne then has:
111	 pIIT(zlND(z) = C,c
T(z)
	
T(Z)
C /OI
I	 r1I'
(II	 h„) < z < (21 - h„)
T(z) = T,
t'shig the itlx ► yr atmospheric nxxlel, the ealculahon c,l
dry zenith range refraction prcxecds as follows:
.0 ,	 10, I i ND(z) Oz
(I	
C / P(ZI OZ(
T't z 1 )
• tl h.	
11. ( I
','	 V N Y
I	 lu (., /,
T
( T^ )
w that
• I'he upper limit of dw second i!Itc gral (21	 la,) is allowt-d
to go to infinit y
 i because of the su ► all contc ibtttion abm e
21 kill) so that
AIt.,? Ili ,(,,1,	 /.	 C 11' 7 r^) NY 	 OzI.
WNY} 
T,	
',\	 ``r'/	
IIIT, 
l,.l x,1az
10 'C, 1', .1 1i ,^  ' 
l 
1	 (^^^ \ V NY^	 lif,	 ^', \ y N'^
	
t	 `	 J	 ^'	 J	 ^
10 IC111, 
it	 To yH y 	,• ) v I”,
T.
10 ( 1' — ^
Ali	 It ► ( ND(z)(h
10 C	 (11,
1. CT fi /h
10 'C,l 	 (1p
9
or, once again.
10 CY, !iB )9
tic above results Icad to the unmistakable conclusion that
dry zenith r:u ► ge refraction is simply a linear function of
surface pressure:
/I{\
,end not of surface refractivity, as was formerly believed.
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kIII, Determination of Wet Zenith	 Isere. A brief description of temperature and relative
Range Refraction	 humidity profiles ensues,
III the previous section, it was seen that for cry ceuith
range refrnetion one has:
aBi = 10 , . ND(z) tlz
u
10 IG,P.(il)
F,
Correspondingly in this section, the quantity of Interest
Is wet zenith range refraction;
r
AR" 10	 N1V(z) dz
n
ol:
All" 10- 1 ^ G,G J)"6) dz
f 1 , (z) J
where:
P,o(z) = 610 RII(z) expr AT(z) -- 13
\ ,T (z) - G
Obviously, before one call attempt the determination of
the Integral of wet refractivity, one must know some-
thing nbout the functonnl dependence of temperature
and relntdve humidity upon height above tine station (z).
Subsection 111-A below will describe typical temperature
and relative humidity (altitude) profiles, while Subsection
III-B will present an integration of wet refractivity based
on several simplifying nssumptions, Subsections 111-C and
111-1) present expressions for wet range refraction as
de •hed by C. C, Chno and P, S, Callahan at the Jet
Propulsion Lnboratory in 1973. Subsection III-E presents
inure recent work (1074) by Berman on wet Zenith rl.age
refraction, while Subsection III-F connpaes the expres-
sions for wet zenith range refraction derived in Subsec-
tions I1I-B through 111-E.
A. Temperature and Relative Humidity Profiles
The functional dependence of temperature and relative
humidity upon filtitudo obeys no simple laws tint would
]end to convenient, explicit expressions for T(z) find
R11(z); about the best one could expect to acconnpdsh
would he to find the best approximations for T(z) and
IIII(z) that are not so cumbersome or restrictive that they
effectively preclude their usage for the purposes intended
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1602
1. Tennperatue profiles, The region of interest in de-
fining the functional dependence of temperature upon
altitude is from the station height to the tropopnuse, or
roughly 0 to II km, At the tropopause, the temperature
is approximately S5°C, and at this temperature wet
refractivity is all. It is fo rtunate duct ninny of the Deep
Space Stations (i)SF ) are nneteornlogically similar, Le.,
temperate, semiarid, and not in proximity to any large
bodies of water. For climates such m these, one call
Identify two basic types of temperature profiles: a
sunrner-type profile (warm anti usually clear), and a
winter-type profile (cold and often cloudy). The sunumer-
type profile is the simpler of the two, and is Shown in
Fig, 1,
Generally, overt period of days, the tcnnperature lapse
rate and T, ("extrapolated su rface temperature") remain
reasonably constant, although near the ground there is
it diurnal swing from night inversion to day ground
heating, and back. The winter-type profiles are more
complicated in that inversions occur up to a far greater
altitude, and rather than one nmf l segiment, they consist
of several segme,tts, ns seen in Fig. °,
To fo rmulate a general expression for T(z), which
would account for the local surfnce effects, would be an
almost impossible task; however, if one could extrapolnte
tic temperature lapso rate down to the surfnce and define
all "extrapolnted surface temperature (T,);' one could
:600m
SLOPE = y(KAm)
DAY GROUND
NIGHT GROUND
HE
	
EFFECT
COOLING EFFECT ///(INVERISON).
Tx
T—►
Fig, 1. Summer type profile
Li
I	 I	 t
f
T- --
Fig. 2, Winter typo profile
f
RH^—
Fig. 3, Relative humidity profiles
Since no patterns are really discernable, one might ad}
vantageously assume:
1111(2) — constant
easily construct a simple general function of lemperalure
up to the tropopause, as folloi-,
Tr ext apolatc;"n surface temperature
T( Z ) r T, .. ,Z
and since the greatest contribution to Wet Tango refrac-
tion occurs near- the surface, where;
R11(G) = 1111,
laid
f	
1111, surface relative humidity
This approximation should work reasonably well for
summer-type s,n•o61es, but less well for winter-type pro-
files; however, the summer wet range refraction values
are frequently 5 or more times the size of winter wet
range refraction values, so at least the approximation
world be most accurate When range refraction is at its
hu•gesL
2. Relative humidity profiles, After examining it num-
ber of relative humidity profiles, one is forced to conclude
that there appears to exist no particular functional depen-
dence of relative bmnidity upon height above the station
($L. h as exists With temperature); perhaps the most that
call be inferred is that relative humidity seems (but only
tenuouslyl) to remain more constant With altitude during
summer-type Weather than during Winter-type Wenther-
although this would once again have a good implication
in the far larger nnagnitude of summer range refraction
values as compared to winter range refraction values,
Some typical examples of relative humidity profiles lure
shown fn Fig, 3.
it would seem appropriate to allow:
1111(z) -- R11.
7, Actual temperature and relative humidity profiles,
Appendix A presents 10 actual temperature and relative
humidity profiles measured at Edwards Air Force Base
during 1068-1060, The profiles are alternate day–night
cases, and were chosen during the following months:
(1) December
(2) February
(3) April
(4) August
(5) September
to provide seasonal variation. These cases will be utilized
to test the various hypotheses advanced fn the pursuit of
a wet range refraction model, as detailed in the sub•
sections that follow,
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B. Direct Integration of Wet Zenith Refractivity
In Subsection A, expressions for T(z) and R11(z) were
postulated as follows:
T(z) = Tr — yx
Finally, utilizing
T(z) = 7'. — yz
d9' • — y dz
one ling
eli,o 10 'C,CsR11,
J 
r' Z, iexp, 
7T^ C \1
«t	 \	 J)L	 Y
T,
o (— 10 C,C,R1l, 12 exp / AT — B \l
y	 ^ l	 7 —C Jj
r,
where:
Tr = extrapolated surface temperature
Y
	 {
711-711)
11— :a
and
1111(z) = RH,
Assuming wet refractivity is nil by the tropopause, the
Integral one wishes to evaluate is:
u
,
f
and since:
P,,(z) = 610 RH(z) exp ( AT(z) — d \
T(z) C J
then:
nR,a = to ,c,c, f
 ^r((ii). exp ( 7 (z))— c ) tl»
o	 '	 \
where
C, = 610 C, = 2034100
Now since
RH(z) = RH,
then
R io = 10-IC,C,R1'In r „ (T )) exp l 7 ^z) )— c / (lz
JO	
N'
	
/
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thus one wishes to evaluate the integral
r,
AT — B (IT
fr,
If the substitution
Y — AC — B
7'—C
is made, one then ling
/ ALT—B
exp ( LT _ C = exp (A + Y)
= exp (A) exp (Y)
and
AC—B+C1'
Y
dT=B Y2
dT  B — AC	 Y'
T= = T. 1111 [(AC —B+CY)']
If one defines
Yo _ AC — B
C
then
dT _ 1dy
f2- — T--Ac L(1+Y/Y,)']
7
Ian that
IC C	 c%p AT	 13 (17'^( r)	 I ( 7. (1 T,
T,
1'Ir,l
	
exp (A)	 c.xp(Y)
	
B — AC:	 (1 + Y/Y„)= (11'
IYT.,
For the most extreme possible rouge of temperatures, one
has for the variation in [lie Y•dependent terms
216STS316
— 22.7 SY;0 —14.5
1.4 X 10 • "° S exp ( y') S 5 X 10-'
1.15S(1-+ 1'/1'„)51.22
since the vm4nlion in the denc,ninnior is almost all com-
pared to the variation in the exponentinl term, one might
gues, that an approximate solution could be of the form
cxp (y')	 fly	 cxp (y')
	
(1 + 1'/1'11)' 	 (1 -+ 1`/y`„)=
This motivates an attempt to determine n solution by fist
assuming that
exp ( y')	 ext?(y1')
and then atempling to solve the resultant differential
equation in F('). One begins by differentiating both sides:
v%p (1)	 esp (Y)
(1 . Y/Y^^)'
	
(y -+_ 1'/1',.)° r( y )
An asymptotic series solution is postulated as follows:
w
170Y) w ^ (1 
-F 0y"),
,,
	
(117(1') 
	
Aj	 1
r.
,„
1'o deduce n recursion relationship, the terms in C(Y) are
mmnipulated:
q
A!
= A.. +^ (1 4 Y/)',,),.,
and
0	 1
	
_	 01	 ti	 Aj
	
Y (1 + y/Y„)	 (1 + Y/Y )t
e ^^	 Aj
so that
exp (Y)
T. (1 + 17y )' 17(Y)
exp (Y)	 dl?()')
(1	 Y/Y,,)
	
dl'
so that
a )
	 + A,
).o
O	 ^	 17 ( 17 	 a17(y')1 1 y' _ \ yn) (1 -I- Y/Yn) +( 	 fly'
OI'
day ') 11(y
') 1 (j^)(1+Y/1',,)^-1=0
a 8
v,	 m
^Y Aj., 2	 '1	 A)
+ l/ (1 + Y/y c);-	 ]'o	 (1 + Y/y'o)J.,	 1 = 6
J n	 ,.e
which requires
A,=1
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i
	
t
and
0	 A
._/ (1 + Y/1'0) ' 7 	 C T. ) (1 '}' Y/Yo))-ij u
( 1	 Ai	 0
so that
0
or
Aj I n ujl
Combining A0 = 1 and the above recursive relationship,
one has
A„ = 1
n
A2 (1'0)/\0/
	
\1
p + I)i
A; _ (1,0),
with the final result tbat
	
_	 (j + 1)I
	
F(Y) —
	 (1'0)' (1 + Y/1'0))
i=0
and
exp (1')	 exp (1')
^~
	(j + 1)1J (1 + Y/YOY ttY = (I + Y/Y0) ` —a ( 1'0)'(1 + Y/)'0)ji=a
Now the series
diverges as j a w, viz:
	
(j + 1) 111 term	 (I + 2)1(Y0 ) j (1 + Y/1'0)'
(/) a ] term	 (1'0)'" (1 + Y/1'0 ) 1+1 (j + 1)I
/ 1 2
171 + Y/y„)
and
j 4. 2
1'0(1+Y/Y„) >Iwhenij +21>lYO +Yj
However, a solution is still vnlid for this asymptotic series
as it converges very rapidly for small j:
j=0terlll =l
0
= 1 term = y0(1 + 	 —0.02
n
j = 2 terns = (YU)
,(1 `+ Y/1'0) ^ +0.000
so that
f exp (Y)
I (1 + 1'/1'0)- (1),
esp(Y)	 J	 21	 31
"T17- Y11'0)- ll Y0(1 + Y/Y 0 )	 (Y0)'(1 + Y/YO)-
+ .4
or
exp (Y)
	 (1) , ^ e.p (1')T,17+ 1'/1'0)°
	
(1 + Y/1',,)`
The final derived expression for wet zenith range refrac-
tion then becomes
all,	
t	
10iC,C,ltll,lr`t,(Tr)
1
— 10 .7 C,C.1W1	 ( 
1 f ex 1 
/
1( tl^_ C } dT
	
r	 fJ \	 JIT,
'1 T,1
—
 {
_ 10-'C,C RT1, exp (A) l f	 exp (Y) fll'T(B — r1C)	 f I	 (1 + ]'/1'0)'
VITA
w	 TlTO
\)^	 (j + 1)I	 _ _ 10-7 C,C2RII„ exp (t1)	 exp (Y)
1(1'0))(1 + Y/Y0)j	 — {	 y(B — AC)	 f 1 + Y/Y„ 	)-
Jan	 1'eTr7
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fand shoe	 I'll% statistics of Table 1 nbove are as follows;
Qxp [ 1 (Tt)1 -- 3 X 10-'
cxp 1'07
one can ignore the tipper lhnit, so that
	
10-'C )C:1tll, exp (it)	 Qxp [1't!'^)1
ARm
	
7(13 — AC)	 [l. •1_ 771)".1
Now
ex) A ex)	 T,	 ex) etTr 131O	 )'L[( )1	 l	 I's CJ
and
T,	 e
with the fluid result that
10''C,C,I111, l 	 r / T' — 13
7(/l — AC) f 11\ 1 — T
C
a)" I On) \ 7'r `-C )
The ten cases listed in Appendix A were numerically
integrated (from this point on to be defined as the
"actunl") and compared to values computed from the
nbove equation (now to be defined as the "11ern • lnn 70"),
The results are seen ill Table 1,
Table 1. Berman 70 vs Actual
Case No, Berman 70,
mn
Act)wl'
em
A, em
Night cases
1 13.3 •118 -18.5
3 11,9 3.8 +811
5 5,3 3,7 +1.6
7 2110 18.1. +2.9
0 10.8 0.7 4-1.1
Day cases
2 3.7 4,0 —0,9
4 4.5 2.9 +1,0
6 315 4.6 —1.1
8 17.0 19.3 —2.3
10 5.4 5.7 —0.3
10
'rntant =5.5 cm
,racy = 1.4 em
trtatal = 4,0 can
biasnlen, _ +4A cm
bins,lny ° —0,6 en)
Although this model works reasonably well for the day
cases, it is obvious that the combination of strong night-
time temperatu re Inversion and ground distortion of (an
Increase in) relative humidity onuses the n)odel to be
ineffective for night eases, Considering the composite
it = 1,0 cm, one would be better off using monthly nver-
ages (and with far less trouble]) of AR," than one would
be using this model, necorThng to the work of V. J.
Ondrasik and K. L. Thulcen on usage of monthly wet
refracton averages (sec Refs, 3 and 4). As a sidelight,
however, S. C. Wu (Ref, 5) has been successful in apply
-ing the model above 3,000 n), which is quite reasonable
hn view of the fnet that it is the near surface distortions
in temperature and relative humidity that make the model
ineffective for surface measurements.
C. The Chao Model
1n 1973, C. C. Chno produced the following model
("Chno") to predict wet zenith range refraction (see
Rcf. 6):
AR," = 163	 T,
	
+ 2057 	 ,
	
r	 ,
Chno began by assuming the following:
d
	
tlz [P117 1 = — [ptolg;	 hydrostatic equntion
PtV = pto[RW]T;	 perfect gas law
	
7' = T, — yz;	 temperature lapse
where
low = water vapor density
RIV = perfect gas constant for water vapor
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Casa No.	 Chao, cm
Tbo above three equations led to unreasonable results,
however, and Chao, considering the perfect gas law in-
applicable, replaced it with the Win n' -tic law:
Mil = KII[pIo]o
where
R = specific heat ratio ('1,3 for water vapor)
In actual fact, there Is no reason to question the adequacy
of the perfect gas law for water vapor so long as conden-
s-?rion does not occur, As P. S. Callahan quite correctly
pointed out (see Ref, 7), the real problem lies with a air-
application of the hydrr.,tatie equation, For n mixture of
gases, Dalton's Law (sec Ref, 2, p. 18) states that the
total pressure P Is equal to the sum of the partial 7n•es-
sures of each constituent gas (1);
Ir = ^ fyl
so that for the atmosphere, the hydrostatic equation Is
d[ PI
 _ —P*g
with
P* = weighted density
but it is not necessary that for each individual constituent
gas
d
riz [ f'il = —Pig
particularly in the case of water vapor, which (relatively
speaking) has a very low saturr.tior vapor pressure and
is immensely affected by local surface effects, i.e., bodies
of water, etc, Although the derivation of the model was
flawed, the use of a constant parmneter to fit actual data
gave the model validity, and, in fact, it represented quite
an Improvement over the only other surface wet model
then existent (Berman 70). Table 2 presents a comparison
of the Chao model with the data for the ten test cases in
Appendix A.
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Table 2, Chao vs Actual
Arluar,
ell)	 ^, cm
Night cases
1 2r1 4.8 =-2.4
3 2.7 3.8 --1.1
5 2.0 3.7 —1,7
7 14.7 18.1. — 3.4
0 313 0.7 . 0A
Day cages
4 2A 2.0 —015
0 3.0 4.0 —1.0
8 21.0 MIS +2.0
10 5.1 517 °0.0
T.1e ;tntistics from Table 2 are as follows;
rzu iu:,, = 3.5 cat
= 1.9 cat
(noijo = 2.8 eat
bins,,,xm = -3.Ocm
bias,,„y = — 0,5 eat
These call
	
compared to Chao's own published figures
(from Bef. 0):
vuinei _, 4.1 em
= 2.0 cm
The performance of the model in regard to clay cases
is creditable, althougli even die day residuals appear to
have a definite negative bins; for instance, in Fig. 4, p. 41,
of Ref. 6,17 of 10 clay case residuals are negative. For
night cases, however, the model does poo rly; even more
troublesome than the relatively large standa rd deviation
is the very large negative bins (-3 cm), This very large
night case bias is likewise , readily seen in the same Fig. 4,
Ref. 6. The overall performance of the Chao model will
be compared to other models in Subsection III-F.
11
i`
i
t.:3
wbero
DAY
NW,
DAY NW,
WITH "AVERAGE"
PROFILE
NIGHT
NW,
NIGHT NW,
WITH "AVERAGE"
PROFILE
z—^
Fig, 4. Day and night "average" wet refractivity profiles
D. The Callahan Model
In late 1073, P. S. Callahan derived a model to predict
wet zenith range refraction, as follows (see Ref. 7):
ex1) a"14b
AR, = 10°C1CaPlil, 
T- N/b
^Cl i 2T,1) I' [ 1 ^lTi 11 _ (VT)/
— 
erf C2,7-01 * T, ,lLCcap ( 9b)
— exp j ° ^1 )11 -I- 2 
t / f J^
12
1
	
Ld F0,078T,(°C);	 fit parametera
1T, = 83 + 0.43'1', ( °C);	 Rt paranete•
11 - height at which water vapor vanishes
erf(.l•)'
2 	
reXp(-il')du7°
The basis of this :Model was an empirical fit to water
Vapor pressure (datn from western Europe) in the form of
1'111(z) = PIV, esp (—az be)
in addition to the use of a constant lapse rate temperature;
T(z) = T, — Yz
which, when combined, simply yields
uAll"
 = 10-,C , C:. I 
11 117, (x p(- az bz•=) dz
u
The model in its fill form is rathe r awkward; Callahan
indicates that for the following nominal values:
a = 0,248 km-n
b 0.048 km-
7 = 7 K/km
1/---10kin
T=300K
The model reduces to ("Callahan")
1.15 X 10 =PIV,OR, =
	 (T,1300)'
This model, now to be called "Callahan," is compared to
the Appendix A test cases in Table 3.
'It is to he understood that the model loses accuracy for 7', outside
the range 2001; < T, < 310 K.
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Tahlo 3. Callahan vs Actual
Case Not
Callahan,
cal
Aclnal,
cla ^, cm
Night cases
1 31R 48 --110
3 LI 818 i-163
5 32 317 ••015
7 15.4 1811 —2.7
0 418 0.7 —1.9
Day cases
2	 216	 4.6	 --2.0
11	 3.7	 210	 -F 018
0	 510	 4.0	 ^i 0A
8	 21.2	 16.3	 4-1.9
10	 6.5	 517	 4.018
i
oR	 N1V(z)dz
f _ AHa
	
,v
ND(z) dzI
At that time it was empi rically found that there existed
strong correlation between the ratios of wet and dry
zenith range refraction and of wet and dry su rface refract
livity, Le.,
^(t,r	 K^N111„
f	 att,, ,	 ND, J
with
K=0,32
There was an immediate implication that, if indeed, there
existed strong correlation, this (assumed) relationship
might he useful in predicting wet zenith nuige refraction.
IfThe statistics of Table 3 are as follows:
(fn:cht = 213 cm
t4ln>. = 1.3 cal
a'totn) " 210 cal
bins " ,„,„ _ —1..8 cal
bins,,,,. = -+•0.4 cm
The tr,m,. value can be compared to Callahan's own pub-
lished day case standard deviation (from Table 2, "All;'
Ref. 7):
a,,,r = lA cm
olltn 
_
K CA'1V,1
ARa ATD,
then
oR,n K Alta N117,[ ND„
1	 13
K(111100 0077 J e,I — „— C
In 1970, J. V. Ondrasik considered n very similar
approach, that is, correlating zenith wet range refraction
with surface wet refractivity (Ref. 3, p1 34):
All,, = K. [N111,1 + K,
The above results are substantially better than the Chao
model in both the standard deviation and the bias; addi-
tional analysis of the Callahan model will be presented in
Subsection III-R.
E. Empirical Approach to the Prediction of Wet Zenith
Range Refraction
In the course of developing a new radio frequency
angular tropospheric refraction model (Refs. 8, 9, and 10),
this author found it necessary to determine the ratio of
wet zenith range refraction to dry zenith range refraction,
i.e., to determine some f such that
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but (apparently) dropped the idea as unpromising.
The 10 cases in Appendix A were utilb-d to perform
a least squares curve fit to
All” vsR 
nl^. JN1V„
which resulted in the following value of K:
K = 0,3224
13
Casa No. 'Herman 7 .1, via cm C, cm
Night cases
1 3a •1,8 -1,3
3 3.8 3.8 010
5 3,1 •3.7 ^0,0
7 15.5 18.1 °-2.0
0 •1,0 0.7 —5.1
2153 —13GRm	 <<" exp AT, 13
 
G
Ill
	
4, this model Is compared to the Appendix A
lest cases,
'I'be statistics of 'rabic 4 are its follows;
f	 i	
__	
I rT
	 ^	 ^_	 a ^o
or, the following model ("known 74"):	 Table 4, Darman 74 vs Actual
(1111011, = 2,0 eat
Iruur - 1.0 0111
rr,mni ^ 2.2 cnl
bias,,, " „ = —1,0 eta
bins,,,,,. - 4 0,0 cal
As call be seen f rom a comparison with Table 3, the
above model and the Callahan model produce substnn-
tinlly simila r results (about which mar will be said in
the nest subsection).
Since all the models (with the exception of Berman 70)
show a very strong negative bins for night cases when
compared to clay cases, one is motivated to consider the
causes )I and possible solutions to this difficulty, The
main considerations that detract f rom an "average" 2";
refractivity profile are fluctuations ill 	 humidity;
1111(«) :A RTI,
and near surface variations in temperature. As has already
been commented on, the fluctuations in relative humidity
ar difficult to categorize, while the near surface tenl-
perata•e undergoes a fairly regular diurnal swing, as call
be seen in both rigs, 1 and 2.
If one assumes all wet refractivity profile,
then obviously using a 'Slight" N1tr, will give too small
a total wet zenith range refraction; conversely, using a
"clay" Nil, will lend to too large a total wet zenith refine.
tion, as is (schematically) seen in rig. 4.
The conclusion one expects is that the K(= 0,3224)
determined for a mixture of day and night cases would
be larger for night only cases and smaller for day only
14
Day cnser
2 2.5 4,6 -211
It 3.6 210 +0,7
0 6.1 4,0 +0,5
8 21.0 1013 +2.0
10 0.8 5,7 4^1.1
profiles. This In fact turns out to be the case. One_• again,
a model with the following form is postulated;
GR,,,=K(R1/,)LOT,7Jex11( A T,
 /
where
	
( Ka	 clay profiles
	
K j( K„	 night profiles
A least squares curve fit was performed oil 	 Appendix A
test cases, This process yielded
K,, = 0.2800
K, = 0,3773
or
	1034 
L 
r1 ""^ ex  I A
T,  C 1;	 day profiles
	
2519
L
RI^ "^esp1 ^1T"_ G J;	 night profiles
This model ("Berman (DIN)") is compa red to the Appen-
dix A test cases in Table 5,
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Table 5. Berman ( D IN) vs Actual ,
 (day cases)	 3'na' *'Tarn-4
Case No. Berman (DIN),	 Actual, emem C, cm A new K for the above defined model (now to be called
the "Berman (T11IOD)") was calculated vin least squares
Nlghtatses
ns:
1 4d	 4.8 -017
3 lr1	 a,8 +0.6 K = 0,3281
5 3,6	 317 -0.1 This model Is compared to the Appendix A test cases in
7 18,1	 18.1 010 Tablo 0.
0 Sri	 0.7 -4,3
Day cases Table 6. Berman (TMOD) vs Actual
2 22	 4,6 -2.4
4 312	 210 +0.0 Case No ' Berman(T1i0D)r Actual, cm D, cut
0 4,0	 4.0 0.0 cat
8 1017	 10.3 +0r1
Night cases
10 0.1	 517 +0.4 1 4.6	 4,8 -012
3 4.8	 3.8 +1.0
The statistics of Table 5 are as follows; 5 4.1	 3.7 +0"1
7 17.5	 18.1 -010
2.0 cm 0 0.3	 0.7 -3,4
ad.Y = 1.1 em Day cases
2 2.0	 4.6 --2.0
Ptm,d = 1.6 cm .I 2.0	 2,0 0.0
a biasn tgbl	 - O.rJ em 6 4,0	 4.0
-0.0
c 8 1013	 10,3 +015
bias, Iny = -03 em 10 513	 5.7 -0.4
As can be seen by comparing the above with Table 4,
the separate clay-night model represents a definite im-
provement over the composite model.
As an alternate attempt to explore methods to account
for the systematic diurnal surface temperature variations,
the following was tried.
Let
T ... I a r lowest previous 24-11 temperature
T.ox ~- highest previous 24-h temperature
Then, to moderate the night and day temperature profile
distortions, define:
T (night cases) = 3T,n ln -i- T,...
4
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The satisties of Table 3 are as follows:
Unlght = 1,6 cal
o,,ny = 12 cm
vt.t.l = 1.4 cal
biasmgla = -0.6 em
bins,,., _ -0,6 cm
As can be seen by comparison with Table 5, the results
are exceedingly similar to the separate day-night
model, as one would expect because of the similarity in
assumptions.
Finally, Subsection III-F will compare the vnrious
models discussed in this Section.
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F. Comparison of Wet Zenith Range Refraction Models
The results of each of the models previously presented
are summarized in Table 7.
Table 7. Composite model comparison
Parameter
pennon
70 Chao Callahan
Berman 1lennan
7.1	 (DIN)
Dem0m
('I'MOD)
°night 5.5 3,5 10 2.0 2.0 110
n, l ,r 1:1 110 1,3 1..0 111 112
e t „ tO 4.0 2$ 2.0 2.2 1.0 1;1
blas i1igh, t 14.4 °-10 -1.8 -LO °11.0 .010
blasdar 0.0 -0.5 +0;1 +0.0 0.3 °-0.0
Additionally, the model residuals for the test cases are
seen in Digs. 5 and 6, while Fig. 7 compares the Chno,
Callahan, and Berman 74 model for RII, = 0,3 and n
temperature range of 270 K to 310 K,
tz Q
20	 0 BERMAN 74
A CALLA14AN	 —
q CHAO
It, —	 —
16	 !
14
12
a 10—_
8
8
6
D	 • q
4	
! s B i q
z	 • e • 0 •
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
CASE No.
Fig. 5. Test case comparison of the Berman 74,
Callahan, and Chao models
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..-t... t	 t	 T .
 T'
O BERMAN 74
G BERMAN (D/N)
	 E9
O BERMAN (TMOD)
A.
•
14
12^
^dt ID
B
O
4 -	 • G
A O
4 —
	 —:	
CI	
•
• ^ Q
BB •
2-
o f 	 I	 (_I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
CASE No.
Fig, 6, Test case comparison of the Berman 74,
Berman (D/N), and Berman (TMOD) models
The models can be characterized as follows:
(1) Berman 70: day cases work reasonably well, but
night cases are totally useless, primarily because of
relatively high near surface relative humidity and
strong nighttime temperature inversions, boil) of
which combine to cause the model to yield exces.
sively high values.
(2) Chao: clay case experience is reasonably good, but
night cases show a high standard deviation, Even
more troublesome, the entire model has n negative
bias, small for the day cases, but very large for the
night cases (this is readily apparent by examining
Fig, 7),
(3) Callahan; day case experi^rice is very good and
night cases work reasonably welt. Night cases still
show n substantial negative bins, however.
(4) Bermmu 74; the results of this model are very Simi-
lar to those obtained with the Cnllaha.: models.
That these two models are very similar can be seen
in Fig, 7; however, this similarity is not surprising
if the models are put in the same form:
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IRllr n 0.9 (0044)
By assonnhng fixed relative humidity levr'. me call
make it comparison of the various ;ordels
here described, Appendix 13 displays this data for
the following modelsr
(1) Chao
(2) Berman (13/N); day coefficient
(3) Callahan
and for the following relative lu inklily levels;
6
	 (1) 1.5,0%
(2) 22,5%
(3) 30,0%
(4)37.5;"0
(5) 45.0%
^0 GERMAN 74
--M— CALLAHAN
-f-- CHAO
As an ex4anple, for the 1111 == 30,0% case (rig, B-3
of Appendix 13), the models yielded the following
statistics when passed through the dntttt
Parameter	 Berman	 Chao	 Callahan(DIN)
V'j"' cm	 2.06	 2?2	 2.30
biflA1'Y , can	 +0.13	 --0.33	 +0199
The above results tend to qualitatively substantiate
the model descriptions previously presented ]it
 to these models.
TEMPERATURE, K
Fig. 7. Comparison of tho Berman 74,
Callahan, and Chao models
Callahan;
1115 X10-'P3V1
(41/300)'
and Berman 74;
1.18 X 10-2P\1j,
^B1P	 (4'/300)
The difference (in cm) between (T1300)-1and
(T1300) only becomes significant at very high sur-
face temperatures (Tr^t305 K),
(5) Berman (DIN): very good experience is obtained
with both clay and night cases. This model is similar
in form to both the Callahan and Berman 74 tried.
cls, except that it has separate coefficients for
night versus day cases to make allowances for the
qualitatively known effects clue to diurnal tennpera-
tune fluctuations, In Ref, 6, Chao presented n large
data. base of All, versus 1?117, measured at local
noon and at three locations;
(1) Madrid, Spain
(2) Yucca Flats, Nevada
(3) lVagga, Australia
(6) Berman (TMOD)t vary similar assumption to the
Berman (DIN) model and very similar results ht all
respects.
At this time, the best choice for an overall model, when
^ o nsidoring standard deviation, bias, and complexity,
would appear to be the Berman (D/N)t
	
19311 [ R17^ exp 
CAT,
 - 
C I 	 day profiles
dBm =	 \	 /F 1111,1
2519 11 1'1I	 I	c A T,_ B \	 night 	 profiles
LLLLLL 1
Finally, it should be pointed out that all the models
described here (with the exception of the Chao model)
can be put fit very similar form, i.c„ if
dR,o = 1`11 1, 1An -H (7'1/300)	 (T,/300)=
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4r	 ^	 _ ,	 }	 l1	 11	 1	 '
^.	 t	 ^	 1	
1	 {.
one would have for each of the following models:
(1) Berman 70 (with T, for 7',):
A 9 . 1,33 X 10'1
t1, m —0,34 X 10.1
t1 1 = +0,02 X 10.1
(2) Cnllnhnn:
A,, == 0
At 0
A1r=1,15X10.1
(3) Berman 74;
An=O
A t = 1,18 X 10"
A,,=0
(4) Berman (DIN);
Ae=O
As =1,00 X 10- 1 (day); 1.38 X 10- 2 (night)
A1=0
(5) "Clue integrated Average Refractivity Pro81c" (see
Refs, fl, 10, 11, and 12)1;
A„=0
Al 0
A2=1,08X10.1
(0) "Winn, et, nl” (see Ref, 13)2:
Aa = 0,80 X 10 .2 (footnote 3)
A, =O
Al =0
IV. Summary
At the current time Unc most accurate zenith range
refraction model would be composed of the integrated
dry refractivity (from Section I) and the Berman (DIN)
wet zenith range refraction m,I ^l- as follows;
(1) Day usage:
2Theso hvo previously ".,.^wjuioncd expressions have been added
for the sake of comparison.
BAs n side light, this coefficient Is about 307a snudler than more
frequently used data from (Inland) tracking sites, It Is conjectured
that tills Is a result of Inking surface moosuren,cnte at thnes when
a near surface, high relative hunddlty marine layer was existent,
is
DR 10 • 'C,f, \it/ + 1034[
' 6 ^exp JAT'— 13
(2) Night usage:	
L	 J
oR^10''C,3',\R)d 251flIRS^,Icxp( ^,—C)
The integrated dry refractivity is (close to) exact, while
the wet model accuracy is considered to be:
v ^ 1,5 — 2,0 cm
Possible improvements to the above model (wet portion
only) are as follows;
(1) Use of the Callahan functional form (K[NW,])
with corrections for diurnal temperature effects,
Since the most successful (wet) models have been
strictly empirical, It would rather stralghtforwnrdly
seem tint a Ihu:,,,r proportionality to refractivity
would he the roust npproprinte, Le„ consider;
It
QRa = 10 4 N1V(z) dz
0
= 10•INIV,r^e NN^,) dz^
l)`u
where
NIV(0)
NW,
and
Ar1Sr(F/) 
= 0
,V1Y,
Since one, in essence, has no other information,
then the quantity
x
N W,
tilt ; r1z	 fit parameter
simply becomes the fit parameter, leading to the
Callahan form, Flowever, it is also conceivable that
something more (empirically) representative of the
data might be obtained by allowing more fit pa-
rameters in tarns of the dominant variable, T,, in
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E
I}	 t
which ease it might be useful to attempt a fit h: the
form:
Gfi z 1'IS',{
 eta '}- (TAW) 4(T,/3W)'f
where Ao, A,, and A, are lit parameters,
(2) Correction for systenatle diurnal, seasonal and local
(site) cffccts,
The separate day and night coefficient model
(Berman ( DIN)) Is n step in this direction; uld.
mutely one could visualize fitting to the following
parar sters;
(1) 7'nn,T' tine of day (diurnal)
(2) Toor (line of year (scasonnl)
(3) Tracking station location (t)
so that n complete model could be represented nst
r^
nRw P11rAI 
—
^
A„ 1"41! luoy)
L	
i
,
,o
Even with the above model, this author considers
that the information content inherent in surface
measurements would not n1low the standard devia.
tion of a surface meteorological mensuremeuls
model to improve to any better than:
0^1.0-1.5Cal
as prnnnared to the standard deviation of the best
cur rent m: ,deis of;
o Y 1,5 — 2.0 cm
Definition of Symbols
A 7,4475 In (10) =17,1485 t index variable
A, series coefficients K, KJ constants
n coeffielent, empirical wate- vapor pressure function f length
P 2034,28 In (10) = 4084,1 N(z) total refractivity
U, 'inverse scale height," knn N. N(0)
b coefficient, empirical water vapor pressure function ND (z) "dry" refractivity
C 38.45 A'D, ND(0)
C, 0,776 M11(z) "wet" refractivity
C, 610 C, = 2034100 NiV, 1%7111(0)
C, 4810 n(z) index of refraction
c speed of light P(z) total atmospheric pressure, N/m°
P internnedinto va riable P, P(0)
f intermediate variable PN(z) water vnpor pressure, Win'
g gravitational acceleration P1V. PN(0)
11 height at which water vnpor disappears R perfect gas constant
ho station height above sea level RIV perfect gas constant, water vnpor
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1
1111(2) relative llimildity (1061	 1.0) / lblle '
x14 ltu(0) o velocity
Ali range refraction, cm W bteriovdiate variable
Alle "dry" range refraction Y variable	 (AC •- 11)/(7''-C)
All,, "suet" range refraction Y„ constant	 (AC -	 13)/C
Alto range refraction at elevation - - 0 „- height above Station
r Wage, km (3 specific heal ratio (1.3 for water vapor)
r refracted range, kill hapsc rate, K/km
T(z) temperature, K 0 elevation angle, deg
1' 1 21.6,65 1. P density 1
ple density ssntcr vnl,or
T, extrapolated surface temperatu re rw
"sselghlcsl"density 3
Tina maximum 24-hour tempt,ratury r ,	 1l 1
1 ,1011 111b1llllllln 2-1-hour temperature A -^
tiltllldal'(1 deviation
	 ll /N CB A
f J ^
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Appendix A
Test Cases
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Fig. A-1. Temperature and relative humidity vs altitude; Edwards AFB,
December 9, 1968. 2 a.m.
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Fig. A 2. Temperature and relative humidity vs altitude: Edwards AFB.
December 9. 1968, 1 p.m. local
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Fig. A-3. Temperature and relative humidity vs altitude; Edwards AFB,
February 3, 1969, 2 a.m. local
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Fig. A 4. Temperature and relative humidity vs, altitude; Edwards AFB,
February 3. 1969, 1 p.m. local
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Fig. A-5. Temperature and relative ,,.,niclity vs altitude; Edward% AFB.
April 16. 1969, 12 p.m. local
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Fig. A-6. Temperature and relative humidity vs altitude; Edwards AFB,
April 17, 1969. 2 p.m. Iota'
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Fig. A-7. Temperature and relative humidity vs altitude; Edward-, AFB,
August 9, 1969. 1 a.m. local
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Fig. A-B. Temperature and relative humidity vs altitude; Edwards AFB.
August 7, 1969, :0 a.m. local
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Fig. A•9. Temperature and relative humidity v% altitude; Edward~ AFB.
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Fig. A-10 Temperature and relative humidity vs altitude: Edwards AFB,
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Appendix 6
Model Comparisons to AR, vs PW, Data
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